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The radiative effects-the photon mass, the change in the electron mass, and the anomalous magnetic 
moment of the electron-are considered in the presence of an intense electromagnetic field where 
they are functions of the parameter x = m-3 ...; (eFJ..LvPv) which is proportional to the field and to the 
particle momentum. The effects become optimal at x ~ 1, that is, for example, at a field strength 
of 4 x 10 8 Oe and an energy of 25 GeV. At h~her energies the square of the photon mass and the 
change of the electron mass increase like x 3 , but the anomalous magnetic moment decreases like 
x-213• For ax 213 ~ 1 an exact theory of the interaction with the radiation field is required, which 
takes all radiative corrections into account. This region is more accessible than the corresponding 
region of logarithmically large energies for the radiative effects in vacuum. The amplitudes found 
for the elastic scattering of a photon and an electron have an essential singularity at x = 0. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE existence in an external electromagnetic field of 
the processes of pair production by a photon, y - e + e-, 
and the emission of a photon by an electron, e- e y, 
lead to radiative effects such as the appearance of a 
photon mass and a change of the electron mass in the 
presence of an intense field. The magnitude of these 
effects becomes appreciable when the intensity of the 
field in the proper frame of the electron is close to 
B0 = m 2c 3/eti = 1.25 x 10 13 Heaviside units, which is 
the characteristic field in quantum electrodynamics. 1> 

Since the fields existing in the laboratory are several 
orders of magnitude smaller than Bo, noticeable ef
fects arise only for ultrarelativistic particles. But 
then any external field in the rest frame will be very 
close to a plane wave. If, moreover, the characteristic 
wavelength and period of the field are large in compari
son with m/ eB, which characterizes the length and 
time of formation of the process in a field of intensity 
B, then one can regard such a field as a constant 
crossed field ( E 1 H, E = H). In this article the radi
ative effects in an intense crossed field are considered 
by using the method of analytic continuation, the inter
action with the crossed field being taken into account 
exactly; however the interaction with the radiation field 
is considered to the lowest-order approximation of 
perturbation theory. 

2. PHOTON MASS IN THE PRESENCE OF A FIELD 

For a description of pair production in a constant 
field by a photon of arbitrary polarization, it is suffi
cient to know the probabilities for two independent 
polarizations, for example, parallel and perpendicular 
to the electric field in the system where the photon is 
incident in a direction opposite to the Poynting vector 
Ex H. These probabilities were found in[l, 2l: 

1lThe units h= c =I, ex= e2/4rr = 1/137 and the metric ab =a • b
a0b0 are used below. 

um2n ~ Su + 1 + 3 ( 4JL )'"• 
Fn .. dx)~-= --=-- ~ dzz C!J'(z), z = - . (2 1) 

Gynko' 1 ;ul'n(zz-1) x • 

The probability (2 .1) is calculated per unit volume and 
per unit time, is an invariant quantity proportional to 
the ratio n/k~ of the density of incident photons to 
their energy, and is in fact determined by the parame
ter 

(2 .2) 

in which k~ denotes the 4-momentum of the photon and 
FJ..Lv is the electromagnetic tensor of the external 
field. 

The possibility of pair production by a photon in a 
field leads to the result that the external field plays the 
role of a homogeneous anisotropic medium with dis
persion and absorption. One can relate the index of 
refraction of such a medium with the photon mass, 
1 - n11,1 = J..L~ 1 /2k~2, where the imaginary part of the 
index of refraction or the square of the mass is deter
mined by the probability of pair production: 

Fu, _~_(x) =- (n I ko') lm 11'11 . .L (x). (2.3) 

The usual requirements on the index of refraction, 
which follow from considerations of causality, lead to 
the result that the square of the mass J..L 2 ( K) must be 
an analytic function in the upper half-plane of the com
plex variable K, and it must tend to zero at least 
linearly upon switching-off the external field, i.e., at 
the point K = 0. This means that the function 
K-2/ 3 J..L 2 ( K) is regular in the upper half-plane and 
vanishes at K = 0. But from the representation (2.1) it 
is seen that the analytic properties of K -2/ 3 J..L 2 ( K) are 
determined by the derivative of the Airy function 
<P' ( z), z = ( 4u/ K)213 , which is an entire transcendental 
function of z. It is therefore convenient to consider the 
analytic properties of K-213 J..L 2 not with respect to K but 
with respect to x = ( 4/ K)213 , which enters into the 
argument of the Airy function in the representation 
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(2.1). In this cormection the upper half-plane of K cor
responds to the :sector -2?T/3 < arg x < 0 in the lower 
half-plane of x. The determination of a function 
K - 213J1. 2 ( K ), analytic in x in this sector and equal to 
zero at x = oo, from its imaginary part on the real axis 
is equivalent to the construction of a function f(z), 
analytic in the region -2?T/3 < arg z < 0 and tending to 
zero as z - oo, from its imaginary part <I> ( z) on the 
real axis. In actual fact f ( z) is an analytic function 
over the entire lower half-plane z, falling off expo
nentially as 1m z - - oo, and therefore on the real z 
axis its real 'l'(z) and imaginary .P(z) parts are re
lated by Hilbert transforms so that 

p s"'$(z')dz' 1 c ( t 3 ) 
Y(z)=--- =--;=- J dtsin zt+- . (2.4) 

n _., z' - z l'rt 0 3 

For the Airy function we have used the representation 

1 .. ( t 3 ) ll>(z)=~~ dtcos ;t+-:;-. 
)rt 0 c> 

(2 .5) 

The function thus determined2 ) 

i r { ( t' )} f(z) = T(z)+ itl>(z) = -- _\ dt exp -i zt +- __ 
fn· a 

0 

(2 .6) 

is an entire transcendental function, which falls off 
exponentially in the lower half-plane as 1m z- - oo, 

Its derivative possesses similar properties. 
Thus J1.2( K) possessing the proper analytic proper

ties with respect to K is obtained from Im J1.2 , deter
mined by formulas (2.3) and (2.1), by making the sub
stitution .P '( z)- f'( z): 

am 2 r 8u + 1 =F 3 ' ( 4u )':. 
Jlu . .L(x)=-;::-Jdu---f(z), z=- .(2.7) 

6}'11 1 zuyu(u-1) x 

This formula det,ermines the function J1. 2(K) which is 
analytic in the lower half-plane of x = (4/K)213 (or 
0 < arg K < 3?T/2) with a pole at the point x = 0 and an 
essential singularity at x = oo. 

With the aid of the representation (2 .6) it is not 
difficult t9 express the function f ( z) on the radial line 
z = pe-2 1T113 in terms of the functions T and <1>, which 
are real for real values of p : 

f(z) == T(z) + i<D(z) = c-in/3 [-T(p) + i<D(p)]. (2.8) 

Hence for the same radial line it follows that 

Y'(z)+ill>'(z) _ Y'(p)-i$'(p) __ -2n!/J (2.9) 
-------- ' ... -pe . 

z p 

Using this relation in the repres.entation for J1. 2(K) and 
the connection z( -K) = z( K)e-21T113' we see that the 
real and imaginary parts of J1. 2 (K) are, respectively, 
even and odd functions of the real variable K: 

RP!!'(-x)=Re~t2 (x), ImJI2 (-x)=-lmfl2 (x). {2.10) 

These properties reflect the physical fact that a real 
electric field creates a real induction in a medium (see, 
for example, Sec. 62 ofC 4 l). 

The two functions J1. ~ 1 (K) determine the poles of the 
photon Green's function in a constant crossed field. 

2>0ne can run the contour of integration in Eq. (2.6) from zero to 
infinity in the sector -rr/3 < arg t < 0. See Watson's book, [ 3 ] Sees. 
10.2- 10.22, for the detailed properties of the functions T(z) and f(z), 
which were introduced by Stokes and Hardy. 

1,2 ·b 

0,6 

FIG. I FIG. 2 

FIG. I. The dependence of the square of the photon mass, p.l = 
am 2(a + ib), on K. 

FIG. 2. The dependence of the change Llm =am( a+ ib) in the elec
tron's mass on X· 

Such a Green's function was found by Narozhnyi,rsJ and 
after carrying out the appropriate transformations one 
can show that its poles coincide with (2. 7 ). 

Using the properties of the functions T(z) and .P(z) 
it is not difficult to find asymptotic expressions for the 
square of the mass for small and large values of K: 

- 11 =F 3 x2- i 11 3 3 =F 1 xe-s,Jx, x ~ 1 
90:t v 2 1G 

(2 .11) 
5 =F 1 -y3r•(~) (1- t}i3) (3x)'!•, 
28n2 3 

x>1 

The dependences of the real and imaginary parts of the 
square of the photon mass on K, determined numeric
ally according to formula (2. 7) and by the tabulated 
functions T'(z) and .P'(z), are presented in Fig. 1. 

Let us turn our attention to whether Re J1. 2( K) 
possesses a negative minimum and changes sign with 
an increase of K. For large values of K the real and 
imaginary parts of J1. 2 are of the same order of mag
nitude and increase with the photon energy and with the 
field like K213, i.e., more strongly than the radiative 
corrections in vacuum, where they increase with en
ergy to a maximum, like the square of the logarithm. 
For aK213 ~ 1 the photon mass becomes the same 
order of magnitude as the electron mass, and expres
sion (2.7), obtained to lowest order in the interaction 
with the radiation field, becomes inapplicable: it is 
necessary to take all orders of perturbation theory 
into account. Thus, the obtained results are valid as 
long as aK213 << 1. . 

3. CHANGE OF THE ELECTRON MASS IN AN 
INTENSE FIELD 

The total probability for the emission of a photon by 
an unpolarized electron in a constant crossed field is 
found in[l' 2l and has the form 

um'c 1 5 + 7u + 5u2 ,..,,( ) ( u )'!• 
F (X) = - -- J du "" z , z = -

· 3{n z(1+u) 3 X (3.1) 
0 
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This probability is calculated per unit volume and per 
unit time, is an invariant quantity, and is determined 
by the parameter 

(3.2) 

in which the constant 4-vector "momentum" PJJ., 
p2 = -m2 , characterizes the state of the electron in the 
field. 3> The invariant factor c is the ratio of the num
ber density of incident electrons to their kinetic en
ergy or the ratio of the number density of electrons in 
the rest system to the electron's mass. Therefore 
F(x)/cm is the inverse proper lifetime of an electron 
with respect to photon emission. 

The existence of emission leads to elastic scatter
ing of an electron in the field, the amplitude for which 
is related to the total probability of emission by the 
optical theorem, 2 1m Mpp = F(x)VT (the amplitude is 
determined from the S-matrix according to the relation 
S = 1 + iM). On the other hand, this amplitude is pro
portional to the change of the electron's mass, Mpp 
= -cm~mVT, and therefore one can regard -F/2cm 
as an imaginary correction to the electron's mass 

Im llm = -F(x) I 2cm. (3 .3) 

One can regenerate the real correction to the elec
tron's mass from the imaginary part by proceeding 
from considerations of the analyticity of the amplitude 
Mpp or of the correction ~m in the upper half-plane 
of the complex variable x, and the fact that it vanishes 
at least linearly for x = 0. In such a case the function 
x-213~m(x) will be analytic with respect to x = x-213 in 
the sector -27T/3 < arg x < 0 and tends to zero as 
x - oo. But then the construction of ~m from its 
imaginary part, just like in Sec. 2, reduces to the sub
stitution <P ' ( z) - f' ( z ), that is, 

am f '5 + 7u + 5u2 ( u )''• llm '~ -- .l du.-----f'(z), z = --- . 
6y,. 6 zi1-tu) 3 z 

(3 .4) 

By virtue of (2.9) the real and imaginary parts of ~m 
are even and odd functions of the real variable x. 

Using the properties of the functions .V ( z) and 
<P ( z ), it is not difficult to find asymptotic expressions 
for ~m for small and large values of x: 

4am (' 1 1 30) 
Re~m=--x.2 ln-+C+-ln3-- -t ... 

:lrr . X 2 1U 

5nm ·( 8}'3 7 J lm Am ~= ----X 1 ---X -t -z2 -... , X~ 1; 
4 if \ 15 2 

(3.5) 

, 71'( 2/3)(1-q':l)am (3 ,1 
L\m = • x) ', X ;p 1. 

271'3 ' (3.6) 

Here C =0.577 ... is Euler's constant. 
Let us turn our attention to the fact that Re ~m > 0 

and increases monotonically with x (see Fig. 2 ). 
Again, just as in the case of the photon mass, for large 
values of x the real and imaginary parts of ~m differ 

3lThe kinetic momentum is not conserved in a crossed field, but the 
motion of an electron is characterized by a constant 4-vector PM with 
three independent components (p 2 = -m 2) having the following physical 
meaning: in a system where E and H are located in the (I, 2) plane, and 
the Poynting vector is directed along the 3-axis, the components p 1, 2 

are the generalized momenta along the I, 2-axes, and p0 - p3 is the dif
ference between the total energy and the generalized momentum along 
the 3-axis; see [ 1]. 

only by the factor - -13, and they increase with energy 
or field like x 213 • The obtained results are valid as 
long as ax 213 << 1. For ax 213 ~ 1 the change in the 
electron mass becomes comparable with the electron 
mass in vacuum, and it is necessary to take all radi
ative corrections into consideration. 

Although the expression obtained for the mass of an 
electron in the presence of a field is caused by the 
emission of an unpolarized electron, it contains spin 
effects: for a spinless particle ~m would differ from 
(3.4) by the replacement in the numerator of 5u2 by 
2u2• In order to obtain the mass shift associated with 
a specific orientation of the spin with respect to the 
field, let us consider the emission of a polarized elec
tron. 

4. EMISSION OF A POLARIZED ELECTRON 

The amplitude for the emission of a photon by an 
electron in a crossed field is obtained in[61: 

__ ie C - f') .L, ~~k?_,_?ka) , ,_ e2a2 (ke')fc "} 
M -}/"2/.-;_.),.dsup·,·( A' "\2kp'' 2kp A-, 2kp·kp' A up, 

x(2;,)'6 (sk + p -- p'- k'). (4.1) 

See[s) for an explanation of all notation. The probability 
for the emission of a polarized electron is determined 
by the following trace: 

sp(MrM+J (2nJ'e2 ~5 , , 
-----= ---- dsb(sk-tp-J1 -k) 

I "T L~2ko' -= 
A A 

[ m- ip , m- ip' 1 
XSp 0---(1-isy~)pO+~--. -,- , 

4po l.po 

(4.2) 

where p is the density matrix of rank two for the inci
dent electron, which is polarized in the direction l; in 
the coordinate system where the vector ''momentum'' 
p = 0; sJJ. is the 4-vector polarization of the electron, 
which is related to t by the relation 

s .. =~ (t _J_ __ !'_(~P~ -, i _!mli) 
- ' m(po + m) 

(4.3) 

and which satisfies the conditions sp = 0 and s 2 = 1; 0 
denotes the matrix of rank four appearing inside the 
curly brackets in expression (4.1 ); finally Lcp denotes 
a large interval of the phase cp = kx, corresponding to 
the space-time volume VT in which the process is 
being considered. 

The trace on the right-hand side of expression (4.2) 
is given by 

1 f 
Sp~ l = --,, ipe"A- ie(ae")A' 12 - 2~ (kk')[IA'I 2 + ReAA"'l 

PoPo ~ 

Here 

i 
F1a .. = it.J.I,vA.ak 14a .... = :2 e,. .... l.cF"'v' 

ke' 
e" = e' - k' kk' ; 

for the remaining notation, seef6 l. If expression (4.4) 
is summed over the polarizations e' of the emitted 
photon, then the following result is obtained 

m2 
( "xx' )'''{ ~ SpL l = --,-2 _-_ -C!J2 (y) 

•' npopo x x 
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? I 2J, 1(2 ) ( 2xx' )'" :)((lJ$' + ( -xx ) ( 1 + -. -, (yll>~ + 11>'2) _ -.- - 2-
Y. 2xx , x x 

[ eFJJ.v• p.sv ( 1 1 ) e2F,.v'F~~·p1Sv l} 
X ----+ -+-, s 1: ' 

m 3 X X m 
(4.5) 

where x = ea/m, the invariant variables x, x', and K 

are related to the momenta p, p', and k' by relations 
(3.2) and (2.2), and the function A is expressed in 
terms of the Airy function ifl ( y) with argument 

(4.6) 

In Eq. (4.5) we utilized the conservation law sk + p 
= p' + k', which reduces, for example, to the relation 
x = x' + K, and a decomposition of the vector k' into 
the vectors PJ.L• eaJ.l, kJ.l and ieEJ.LvxaPvkxao- = eFt 11p11 : 

[ ( ap ) e2a2 ( 1:' - 1 ) eF p/ Pv ] X 
k;= pp-e a.-k~ kp p-k.-2kp P2+---:;z +~T x' 

(4.7) 
It is convenient to carry out the integration (4 .2) 

over the final states d3p'd~'(2wf6 of the electron and 
photon with the aid of the formula 

in which 

"': d3p' d'k' 
~ dso(sk+p-p'-k')~ ... 
_.., Po o 

d1k' x2u = ----... = dpdTdL, ... , 
(kp')ko' x(l+u) 2 

Y. u.=--y:-, eF,.p,.' Pv 
p = m•xK 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Since the differential probability does not depend on 
k~ or p, then the integration over p turns out to be a 
"dummy" integration. However, as shown in[6 ' 7 l the 
variable p chara<:terizes the space-time region from 
which emission with a given k' occurs: the differential 
probability is formed in a region which has phase and 
extent given by 

q>= p, 1 ( 2xx' )''• , dq> ~- -- max(1,ly). 
X "X 

(4.10) 

Therefore the integration over p is equivalent to a 
summation of the contributions from all possible 
regions, so that the integral over p is equal to L cp • 
The large phase interval Lcp which arises is cancelled 
by the same L cp appearing in the denominator of (4 .2 ), 
and consequently we obtain the following result for the 
differential distribution with respect to the variables T 

and u: 

e2m1c (' u )'''{ ( 2x; )''• ( u2 ) 
dF=2n•(1+u)Z ,2X -ll>Z(y)+ 7"" t+2(1+u) 

( u )''• 21l>Cl>' [ eF ~v' ppSv 
X•(yci>2+CIJ'2)- - -- -'--~-

2x 1 +u m3 

+ I''F~v'FI,~·p~sv(2 + u)Tl}dt du.. 
m•x 

(4.11) 

Upon integration with respect to T (in the limits 
from -co to co) the last term, which is odd with re
spect to T, vanishes. In the remaining terms one can 
reduce the bilinear combinations of Airy functions to 
linear combinations if one uses the change of variable 
t = (u/2x)213 r 2 and the formula 

f ~<D'(a+t)= v; ~ dx<ll(x). 
0 y't •''•• 

(For more details about this procedure, see[ 2l.) As a 
result we obtain the following expression for the dis
tribution with respect to u: 

e2m2c {S dxll>(x)+.!( 1 + uz ) ll>'(z) 
4nYit{1+u) 2 • z 2(1+u) 

dF 

du. 

-y~ll>(z) }. z = (~)''•, 
1+u X 

(4.12) 

in which the last term, which is proportional to the 
invariant 

(4.13) 

describes the effect of the electron's polarization 
(compare with formula (46) in[ 2l). The invariant -ym 
is the interaction energy of the spin magnetic moment 
with the field in the rest system (in this system it is 
equal to -J.LoH, where J.Lo = e&/2m). 

The integration of the distribution (4.12) over u 
(within the limits from 0 to co) gives the total proba
bility for the emission of a polarized electron, F(x) 
= Fo(x) + Fs(x), where Fo now denotes the probability 
for the emission of an unpolarized electron, which is 
determined by formula (3.1 ), and Fs is the contribu
tion to the total probability due to the electron's polar
ization: 

2am2cy r zll> (z) ( u )''• F.(x)=--- Jdu---, z= -
fii. o (1+u)• X 

(4.14) 

In order to investigate this function for small and 
large values of x it is convenient to transform it, with 
the aid of the formula 

1 i:-o f(-k)l'(3+k) 
-) dk uk 

(1 + u) 3 2ni _;, 1'(3) 

and subsequent integration over u, to the form 

9am2c 1 1!" 
F.(x)=--v x- \ dkr(-k)r(3+k) 

4n fj 2ni -·i,., 

(4.15) 

For small values of x one can close the path of inte
gration to the right, reducing the integral to a sum of 
the residues at the poles k = 0, 1, 2, ... of the inte
grand which lie in the right half-plane. Then we obtain 
the asymptotic series 

F,(x)= 9am:_v X~ (-1)h(k+1)(k+2) 
4nl'3 ~-

xr(~+~)r(~+2_) (3x)h. 
2 6 2 6 

(4.16) 

For x >> 1 the path of integration can be closed to 
the left, reducing the integral to a sum of the residues 
at the poles of the integrand which lie in the left half
plane: k = -n- 3, -2n- (%), -2n- (%); 
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . Then we obtain the series 

,-- .. { 4(6n-1)(3n+1)(3x)-2n-2/3 
F.(x) = 13 num2cy ~ - 27n! r (n +'h) 

n=O 

4(6n + 1) (3n + 2) (3x)-Zn-413 

27nl r(n + 4/a) 
(n + 1) (n + 2) (3x)-n-l } 

+ ((-1)"+2)r(n/2+•1a)r(n/2+'/a) ' (4.17) 
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which converges for all values of x and demonstrates 
that Fs(x) is analytic everywhere, except for an es
sential singularity and branching at the point x = 0. 

In concluding this section we note that the obtained 
formulas also determine other polarization effects. 
Thus, the differential probability of emission, associ
ated with a polarization sM of the final electron, is 
obtained from (4.5) by making the following substitu
tions in the last term, p:::: -p', s- s', and by re
versing its sign. The differential probability for pair 
formation by a photon, associated with polarization siJ. 
of the positron, is obtained from (4.5) by the substitu
tion p - -p, k' - -k', and by reversal of its overall 
sign. 

5. ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC MOMENT OF AN 
ELECTRON IN AN INTENSE FIELD 

The contribution Ams to the electron's mass, due 
to a specific orientation of the spin with respect to the 
field, may be found from the function Fs(x) in the 
same way as in Sees. 2 and 3, that is, by the substitu
tion cl>(z)- f(z). Here we shall use the physical 
property that the function Ams /y, which is closely 
related to the electron's anomalous magnetic moment, 
is finite for x = 0, and consequently the function 
x 213 A ms / y vanishes at x = 0, and one can write a 
dispersion relation for it with respect to x = x-213 

Then we obtain 

~m.=-Qil~fdu zf(z), z=(l}__-)"'. (5.1) 
yn o (1 + u) 3 X 

The real and imaginary parts of the integral to the 
right are positive for all physical values of x; there
fore the signs of ReAms and 1m Ams agree with the 
sign of the energy - ym of the spin magnetic moment 
in a field. 

For x « 1 it is not difficult to obtain the expansion 

Re ~m. =- amy [1- 12x,2 (ln x-' + C +_!___In 3- £.-) + .. -1, 
~ 2 ~ . 

-}'3 amy ( -- 105 ) 
Im~m.= --4-x 1-41'3x+2 xL... . (5.2) 

For x » 1 we have 

He ~ms =- f('/l)amy '1 + 6f(2/J) (3x)-''• + .. ) , 
9{3(3x)1f• f('hl 

I ~ =- f('/J)amy( 1- 6f(2/J) (3 )-'1• , ... ) . 
m m, 9(3z)''• f('/J) X -r 

(5.3) 

In contrast to Am which increases with energy and 
field like amx 213 , the mass correction associated with 
the direction of the spin increases more weakly: 
Ams N amx 113 (in order of magnitude y ~ x). 

In the rest system one can regard ReAms as the 
interaction energy -AJ.J./; · H of the anomalous magnetic 
moment with the magnetic field, which in an arbitrary 
system can be written in the form -AJ.J.my/J.J. 0 • In such 
a case it follows from Eq. (5.1) that the anomalous mag
netic moment AJ.J., due to radiative effects of second 
order and the interaction with an intense external 
field, is given by 

~=...!:..fdu zY(z) = 
jlo {ir. 0 (1 + u)& 

=l 2:[1-i2x.2 (ln:_+c+~Ina-:~)+--.J. x~i 
- (5 .4) 

f('h)a [ 1 + Sf(Z/.) (3xJ-"'+ ···l, x> 1 
9y'3(3xJ'h f('h) 

The ratio AJ.J./J.J.o is positive and as x increases it de
creases monotonically from Schwinger's value a/27T[aJ 
to zero (see Fig. 3 ). 

6. CONCLUSION 

In the radiative effects which have been considered, 
we have essentially used the fact that upon switching
off the field iJ. 2 and Am tend to zero at least linearly, 
but the anomalous magnetic moment tends to a finite 
value. This reduced the problem to the construction 
of a function f(z) (see Eq. (2.6)) from its imaginary 
part cl> ( z) on the real axis. The Airy function describes 
the motion of a charged particle in a constant field and 
obeys the homogeneous equation cl>" - zcl> = 0. The 
epsilon function T ( z) associated with it obeys the in
homogeneous equation T" - z T = -1r-112 • Both axes 
make up the function f(z) in the same way that the 
well-known singular homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
functions A1 and .0.~ form the causal Green's function 
.O.c = Ap + (i/2)Al. 91 Let us show that there is a basis 
for this analogy. 

It is well-known that in a plane-wave field with po
tential AJ.J. = AJJ. (kx), k2 = kA = 0, the Fourier trans
form of the causal Green's function with respect to the 
difference of coordinates is given by 4 > 

<p= kx. 

For a constant crossed field AJ.J. = aiJ. ( kx), one can 
write the function (6.1) in the form 

p2 + m2 _ (ap)2 a-2 

z = m2(2x)'i• 
ZL=-

(a, p-eA) 

am(2x)''• 

1(6.1) 

(6.3) 

and x is related to PJ.J. by formula (3 .2 ). The depend
ence on the coordinates enters into u only in terms of 
the phase cp = kx. Upon integration over the coordi
nates, an interval of phases lying near cp = (ap )/ ea 2 

and having an extent Acp ~ (m/ea)(2K)113 max(1, /Z) 
gives the basic contribution to the matrix elements 
(see[6 • 7 l). This interval corresponds to u = 0 and Au 
~ max( 1, ..fZ). Thus, in the center of the effective in
terval the Green's function (6.2) reduces to f(z): 

FIG. 3. The radiative correction 
.::lms = -amy( a + ib) to the in terac
tion energy of the spin with the 
field and the anomalous magnetic 
moment .::liJ. = 0'/J-oa as functions 
ofx. 

0 ~---'--~:-':-o,---L--z.,.._..,.u--''----'-J. o 
X 

4lUpon switching-off the field, .::lc(x, p)-+ (p 2 + m 2 - iEr'. 
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rn .t'lc(x,p) l .. ~o= f(z). (6.4) 
m2 (2x)'l• 

The obtained formulas will be valid if the dimensions 
of the field appreciably exceed the length m/ eB of the 
forming region; for B ~ 10 8 Heaviside units this 
length amounts to 4 x 10-6 em. The effects attain their 
optimal values for K, x ~ 1 which, for a field of 108 

Heaviside units eorresponds to an energy of photons 
and electrons of 25 GeV. 

The connection of Re JJ. 2 , Re <lm, and <lJJ. with ob
served effects requires individual consideration. Here 
we mention only the Cerenkov radiation of electrons in 
a field, the angle and intensity of which are related to 
Re JJ. 2 by the relations 

2 
e - [ Re !111 • .L(x) _.!!!!..]'/,' 

If, .L- - w'2 p,,2 

( m2w'2) dw' 
dl• .L =a -Re ~~ff . .L--- --

•· Po2 w' 

where k' = (k, iw') denotes the momentum and fre
quency of the radiation, and p0 denotes the energy of 
the electrons. 

The most interesting property is the enhancement 
of the radiative eorrections in a constant field at large 
energies and fields, which for a K2/ 3 ~ 1 leads to the 
necessity for an exact amount of the interaction with 
the radiation field. For fields of 108 Heaviside units, 
this corresponds to an energy of 25 x 103 GeV. In the 
classical theory one can treat the radiation as a per
turbation ao long as the radiative damping force is 
small in compari.son with the Lorentz force in the 
particle's rest system, i.e., for ax << 1. We see that 
the quantum theory changes this condition, and appar
ently ax 213 is the universal parameter characterizing 
the applicability of perturbation theory to radiation in 
the presence of an external field for large energies 
and fields. 

The enhancement of the radiative corrections is 
closely related to the behavior of the probabilities (2 .1) 
and (3.1) for large values of K and X· In this connec
tion we note that in a variable field AJJ. = aJJ.cos (kx), 
when the parameter x = ea/ m :$ 1 but K >> 1, the 
probability of pair production depends on K logarith
mically, i.e., in exactly the same way as in perturba
tion theory but wiLth the replacement of the ehictron's 
mass by an effective mass, m - m* (see[ 71 ). There
fore, one can assume that in a variable field the radia
tive corrections will increase with energy logarith
mically, but a power law dependence is characteristic 
for their growth in a constant field, where the interac
tion with quanta of a field of arbitrarily small frequency 
turns out to be essential. Although the probabilities 
require radiative corrections in the region K, 

x ~ a-312, these formulas by themselves are internally 
consistent since over the coherence interval the proba
bilities, as usual, are small, ~a. For example, the 
probability for pair production is given by 

F(!<) am2x'l• m 
-- ~t _....... ---x,'• .-a; 

n k 0' eB 

an estimate of the coherence time <l t is written down 
here on the basis of Eq. (4.10 ), where it has been 
taken into consideration that values K2/xx' ~ 1 and 
y :$ 1 are effective for large values of K. 

In an arbitrary constant field the effects are deter
mined, in addition to x, by two more purely field in
variants, for example, the quantities E, TJ of the elec
tric and magnetic fields in a coordinate system where 
they are parallel, relative to B0 • s) For actually exist
ing fields E and TJ are very small in comparison with 
unity, but for ultrarelativistic electrons they are also 
small in comparison with x. Their neglect is equiva
lent to a transformation to a crossed field. 

The change of the electron mass in the presence of 
a magnetic field was considered by Newton poJ in the 
approximation x213 :$ TJ « 1; as a consequence of this 
approximation it is difficult to compare his results with 
ours. Nevertheless, the coefficient of x2 ln x-1 in the 
expansion (3.5) for Re <lm agrees with Newton's coef
ficient for x2 ln TJ-1 • The anomalous magnetic moment 
of an electron in a magnetic field was considered by 
Gupta, [llJ Demeur, [121 Newton, [wJ and Ternov and 
collaboratorsY3 l Comparison is possible only with the 
results of the last article, which should agree with our 
results in the limit TJ =0. However, such agreement 
does not exist although the expressions for <lJJ. for 
x » 1 differ only by a coefficient. 

The author thanks D. A. Kirzhnits for a discussion 
of the article and L. V. Pari!skaya for carrying out the 
numerical calculations. 

Note (September 5, 1969). Another way to obtain the mass shift of 
an electron and its anomalous magnetic moment is a direct evaluation 
of the amplitude for the elastic scattering of an electron in an external 
field according to the formula 

M.~ =- ie' S \P.(x')y,S'(x', x)y.1jlp(x)D'(x'- x)d'xd'x', 

where 1/Jp and scare the wave function and Green's function of the 
electron in the field, and Dc is the photon Green's function. The ampli
tude determined by this formula diverges and requires renormalization. 
For this reason, one should subtract from it a similar amplitude corre
sponding to a field B1 which tends to zero. The renormalized amplitude 
which is thus obtained does not contain any divergences and vanishes 
when the field is turned off. One can represent it in the form (compare 
with Eq. ( 4.12)) 

.ll .. =- VT am• f ---~{S dt [t(t)-..;._J 
2fopo 0 (1+u)' , int 

2+2u+u• zf(z)} z--(-u)'l•, + /'(z)- 2y -- , 
z(t+u) !+u r. 

where the first two terms determine the part of the amplitude which 
does not depend on the spin direction, leading to the change in the elec
tron mass given by Eq. (3.4), and the third term- the part of the am
plitude which depends on the spin direction- gives formulas (5.1) and 
(5.4) for the mass shift <lms and for the anomalous magnetic moment 
<liJ.. 

An important consequence of the direct calculation of the ampli
tude is a proof of its analytic properties which, in the method of ana
lytic continuation, were postulated on the basis of causality arguments. 
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